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A New Approach to Old Problems 

Experience a taste of the Past 
We work with you to determine the perfect 
balance of historic and current machinery 

Services



 

Painted scenery collections are a unique part of American 
theatre heritage and your historic opera house’s story. 

Restoration 
If you have painted scenery that is worn and tired we can 
restore its vibrancy.  

Replication 
If your painted scenery is beyond redemption or if it only 
exists in photographic record, we can replicate it. 

Replacement 
If you would like to modernize your image while being true 
to the old style, we can produce custom designs for you.  

 

 

Painted Scenery 
Restore-Replicate-Replace 



All scenery was moved by the stage machinery; often the 
machinery was made of wood.  

Restoration 
If you have existing machinery, we can assess it to 
determine if it remains viable and can restore it. 

Replication 
If your machinery cannot remain in use, or if it no longer 
exists, we can replicate it. 

Replacement 
If you would like to modernize your operation, we can help 
you upgrade to today’s machinery while allowing the 
audience to continue to enjoy your historic scenery. 
 

Stage Machinery 
Restore-Replicate-Replace



Historical Consultation 
Our artists and technical designers are trained, practiced and 
experienced in materials and methods of the 19th century, 
and of the 20th century. We are also theatre historians, 
understanding your historic venue’s place in American 
history, and how to remain true to the aesthetic of that time. 

We provide a unique service - the only one of its kind on the 
continent. Our team specializes in historic stages and how to 
make them work for today’s needs, suggesting old solutions 
for new problems.  We partner with you to help define your 
project, so that it is delivered on time and on budget. 

Contact: Wendy Waszut-Barrett, PhD 
waszut_barrett@me.com 
612-715-6505

Experience a taste of the Past  

without sacrificing your expectations of the present 
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